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24/7 media brings innovative visual tools for your media-content presentations. Our diverse line of products open a 

new range of possibilities and tools for promotions, product launches and interactive information installations. These 

advanced technologies convey a distinguished message and add a creative value.

We deliver a complete package of hardware production and installation, equipment rental and multimedia 

development.

new
visual

media
displays
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With	Holographic	projections	you	can	create	the	perfect	 illusion.	A	free-floating	hologram	which	
looks absolutely true to life.

As a medium, Holographic projection has been created to astound and astonish and make things 
happen	right	in	front	of	people.	Created	by	projecting	a	specially	produced	film	onto	a	see-through	
screen, foil or glass surface, the results are incredibly realistic, despite being an illusion.

The	film	merges	with	the	foreground	and	background	to	create	an	illusion	in	a	real-life	setting.

holographic
projections
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Diesel Fashion Show 
June 2007, Florence
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BMW Demo
Various BMW models displayed in 1:1. An interactive feature enabled the spectators to change 
between different colors and rims, make the car spin in both directions and freeze it in any angle.

Radiometer Case
Product launch of a new blood analysis device from Radiometer
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Grundfos Case
April 2005, Grundfos did a special introduction for European resellers of their new environmental 

friendly pumps. They used holographic projection to give the presentation an illusionary buzz, 
but also to give the audience an insight into the new groundbreaking technology.
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LiveLogo

LiveLogo can be used instead of traditional shop signs, window displays and 

ads	inside	the	shop.	Shop	ads	are	filed	with	living	images	and	attract	attention	

while you tell your product or brand story - right inside your own logo.

MTV Case
“Who’s Next” international fashions expo, France

Play Case
Flagship store at Stureplan, Stockholm

LiveLogo	allows	you	to	present	“free	flowing”	video	entertainment	contoured	to	the	shape	of	your	
choice. A projection screen is cut out into any custom shape and transparently mounted from the 
ceiling	to	present	a	“floating”	video	display

The	film	is,	of	course,	the	essence	of	LiveLogo.	It	is	vital	that	you	combine	it	with	your	logo,	which	is	why	
we	make	the	film	in	close	dialogue	with	our	customer.

Your existing video material if relevant, can be used or implemented in LiveLogo.

LiveLogo- max size is 3000mm x 2000mm
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Ecco Case
Ecco store in the main shopping street of Copenhagen

Jack & Jones Case
Jack	&	Jones	store,	Rambla	in	Barcelona





holographic	films	
screen foils

interactive installations
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Holographic	 films	 and	 foils	 are	 used	 for	 projecting	media	
contents	on	any	desired	surface.	Interactive	point	of	sale	shop	
windows, information points and glass displays are just some 
of the possibilities for the application of this technology.

Images	appear	with	higher	quality	than	using	traditional	
projection systems and they can be viewed in bright day 
light conditions.

Transparent surface when not being used for projection does 
not block the view and can be integrated inconspicuously 
into	 its	 surroundings.	 Its	 transparent	characteristics	make	
eyecatching shop window applications possible.

Its	elegant	appearance,	which	is	unbeatable	in	lightness,	
will also make an impact in foyers, at fair stands, museums, 
car showrooms, corporate institutions and retail outlets. 
Its	 transparency	 means	 that	 surprising	 effects	 can	 be	
achieved that will enhance creativity

Advantages of using holographic and foil projection:

_ Applicable in daylight
_ No necessity to shade
_ Transparent material
_ Appealing design
_ Outdoor applicable
_ Easy integration into every room
_ Excellent presentation medium
_ Can be combined with touch technology
_ Eye-catcher
_ Brilliant colors
_ Customized sizes
_ Pin sharp picture
_ Extremely long-durable
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Holo screen interactive instalations
Atracsys booth - Euroshop, Switzerland
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multitouchConsole 
widescreen exibit displaying various product’s features and functions
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kioskSystem 
stand-alone kiosk with integrated computer and 
video projection system with user interaction
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interactive balloon ballet
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digitalBook 
the	viewer	can	flip	through	the	pages	of	the	
projected book with natural hand gestures
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virtual conference
room
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Installation	at	Nacional	History	Museum,	Mexico	City
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Prudential Group Headquarters, London
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FogScreen projection screen is a stand-alone product that can be integrated into any environment, including casinos and clubs, malls and showrooms, fairs and 

convention centers, theme parks, science centers, museums, theatre, TV, fashion shows, and corporate venues. 

The	basic	components	of	the	screen	are	a	laminar,	nonturbulent	air	flow	that	remains	thin,	crisp	and	protected	from	turbulence.	The	fog	is	made	with	ultrasonic	

waves	and	ordinary	tap	water	-	no	chemicals	are	needed.	It	feels	dry	and	cool	to	the	touch.	After	the	screen	is	formed	by	the	fog,	images	can	be	projected	

onto	it.	The	FogScreen	projection	screen	can	be	translucent	or	fully	opaque.	It	works	very	much	like	any	ordinary	screen	in	terms	of	projection:	The	image	is	

spectacular in normal daylight, but the darker the room the better the results. 

FogScreen	walk-through	screen	is	available	at	a	screen	area	of	2	m	x	1,5	m	FogScreen	Inia,	and	as	modular	FogScreen	One,	1m	x	1,5	m.	The	concept	of	One	is	

that the screen can be used as it is or several One units can be linked seamlessly together.

FogScreen
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Oticon, Denmark - exibition booth
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Macao casino
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HoloSign makes facades light up. HoloSign consists of holographic optical elements that break up white light into its spectral components and divert it to the observer. Glowing pictures 

and	coloured	designs	appear	on	the	facade.	HoloSign	does	not	show	pictures	projected	by	a	projector:	a	fixed	motif	is	deposited	in	the	HoloSign	screen.	This	motif	is	illuminated	via	

a homogenous source of light (it can also be the sun) in highly intensive colors. The colors generate change when the source of light or the viewer begins to move. This characteristic 

is extremely effective and perfectly suitable for the artful decoration of facades or for light advertisement.

HoloSign
Living facades
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HoloSign can be made of any glass. The color effects are not 

visible from the rear side, which means that even windows can be 

decorated with HoloSign. The windows remain transparent from 

the inside. HoloSign can also be used in facades: the elements 

have undergone special material tests for water resistance, UV 

protection and mechanical load capacity.

HoloSign applications:

- Facade decoration

- Displays

- Room objects

- Light art

- Eye-catchers

Beside the HoloSign instalation, facade can be decorated by 

using direct projections on glass panels 

Available sizes:  any format up to a maximum of 2.50 m x 6 m

Pixel size:  0.2 -10 mm

Picture	formats:		 JPEG,	BMP,	TIFF,	PICT

Illumination	angle:		 37°	-	50°

Versions:		 reflected	and	transmitted	light

Optional:  advice from light artists about conception and  design

Fundación Caixia Galacia, La Coruña
25x100” Holo screens in the facade

HoloSign in front of 
New Burlington Flare 
London

Holographic Mural for the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft, DFG, Bonn, Germany



24/7 media 
Vriezerweg 20b
Tynaarlo
The Netherlands

T (+31) (0) 50 360081 

info@24-7mediatechnology.com 
www.24-7mediatechnology.com
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